From the Editor
When things start coming together one cannot help but feel a warm glow taking
over the body. Three things since the last Steamlines (June 2018) have triggered
this warm inner feeling. One is the progress on the Wattle towards a first fire up of
the boilers and test steam in ten years. Another is progress on the storage of the
Koskie collection of paintings. The last warm item is the collegiate activity that is
emerging about the likely formation of a maritime heritage precinct and network at
Docklands.
The gathering each Saturday at lunchtime of the volunteer Wattle crew is a wonderful indicator of the
progress on the restoration of the ship. The provided lunch is a time when the crew of the day come
together and talk amongst each other about what they have been doing; sometimes working in isolation
or in two or three’s under or on top of the boiler, in the engine room, in the wheelhouse, on one of the
decks or in the fore or after compartments. Sometimes individuals work all day in the shed painting,
cleaning ship parts, creating wonderful wood cabinets, seats and flag lockers; or work in one of the
containers quarter-mastering, dismantling, grinding and shaping. But lunch is when they all come
together and talk.
All this individual and team work is now coming into focus as we prepare to bunker the ship for the first
time in ten years and fire the boilers. Of course, there is more detail and compliance work to be done but
the end of restoring and constructing is nearly over (for the time being) and a new era of steaming is
about to begin. With a younger and female presence within our volunteer ranks and Saturday attendances
reaching peaks of twenty-four there is cause for
optimism and light at the end of the funnel. It is
timely to pay tribute to all our past and present
volunteers who have contributed so much of their
time and expertise to this little harbour tug. What
will we do when the Wattle is steaming again? Well
we have the 1922 admiral’s barge Janet (right) from
the original HMAS Melbourne to restore.
Thanks to the Melbourne Camera Club the Koskie paintings (refer to last edition of Steamlines July 2018)
have been photographed and are now in storage. The Mission to Seafarers provided the venue for interim
storage and photography. Look at the photos on page 9 to see MCC at work and the chapel at MTS. The
pulpit, in the shape of the transom of an old sailing ship, is a work of art. I understand that major
renovations will soon commence at MTS so drop in soon and make a contribution to seafarers welfare.
Melbourne City Counsellor Jackie Watts with an arts and culture responsibility has identified a need for a
Maritime Heritage Precinct at Docklands to bring together the fragmented parts of historic ships, venues
and artifacts. In an ongoing concept research paper on Melbourne’s maritime heritage she is talking to
various stakeholders and developing a plan to engage levels of government and benefactors in a common
cause to promote a coordinated maritime precinct. Such a precinct would pay tribute to merchant
shipping, seafarers and trade and the significant role they have played in the development of Melbourne
and Victoria. This overlaps with the conference theme for next year of the Maritime Museums of Victoria –
a history of the Port of Melbourne. More about Dr Watts project in the next issue of Steamlines.
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From the Bridge
Tony Lewis,
Chairman,
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd.

Being at the pointy end can sometimes mean you are standing in the bow of the ship. At other times, it
means you are near the end of a task, on the point of accomplishing something. To Wattle, to Bay
Steamers Maritime Museum and to all our supporters and sponsors, at the moment, the latter meaning
applies. We are truly at the pointy end of a decade-long task – bunkering the ship, testing the boiler,
raising steam and generally finishing things off.
“Heard all that before” do I hear you say? Yes, you have heard it all before when it has been part
delusional, part wishful thinking and part intended to inspire and encourage. This time it is a reality. Little
remains to be done in the Engine Room apart from cleaning, polishing and touching up paint; electrics,
plumbing and fire warning systems are all a few work-days by contractors away from completion; once
the electrics are done, the installation of the navigational aids can be completed and we are ready for the
next step.
That next step will take us into the survey stage. Firstly, our surveyors will carry out an Inclining
Experiment to assess the amount and location of ballast. This need was revealed by a recent Lightship
Assessment by our surveyors. And then, we are into trials and testing.
The major items outstanding are not essential for survey but are necessary for passenger comfort and
contentment. Now that refurbishment of the wheelhouse is completed, we can pick up speed on such
things as passenger seating and the galley. The pointy end indeed.
We wouldn’t have reached this stage without input from many sources. First among those sources must of
course be Sorrento Steam who continue to fund our endeavours with generosity, without complaint at our
progress and without influence in our process. Few recipients of philanthropy can be as fortunate as we
are to have such patrons. Next of course must be our volunteers. Our Saturday numbers are regularly 16
18, peaking recently at 24. Volunteer contribution to the refurbishment of Wattle is estimated to exceed
32,500 hours since work began in 2009. It pleased me recently to hear a sister organization talk of
adopting the Wattle model as a means of increasing volunteer participation.
Donors too have played a part in our achievement. We are grateful to recent contributors such as Bulk
Fuel Australia, Energy Connections, Atlantis Fire Safety, ARCT FAB Australia and the Polly Woodside
Volunteers Association for the loan of a ship’s bell, a loan facilitated by SeaWorks
Little progress has been made in finding a permanent home for us beyond July 2019 but there are hopeful
signs that the contributions we and others have made to the concept of a Melbourne Heritage Fleet will
bear fruit in the near future. We must acknowledge the activities of Cr. Jackie Watts of the City of
Melbourne and Geoff Harris of Sorrento Steam in this regard. If their activities succeed, not only Wattle,
Enterprize and Alma Doepel but Melbourne and Docklands will greatly benefit.
My fellow Board members, Dick Francis (Secretary and Treasurer), Kim Hollinrake, Walter Kosiak and
Richard Sbrana are deserving of much gratitude and praise for their contributions during this year. On
behalf of the Board and all our volunteers, we thank you, our supports for your interest and assistance in
our endeavours to bring Wattle to the stage where we can look forward to 2019 as the year we return to
full operation.
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My Time on the SS Rip
Dick Francis

(Ed. I have attached a photo of Dick in his glory days as a Master Mariner)

The Rip started out in life as H.M.A.S. Whyalla being named after her birthplace
and was the first ever vessel completed at the Whyalla Shipyard. Originally built
in 1941 as a Bathurst Class Minesweeping Corvette and was just about identical
to the H.M.A.S. Castlemaine (built a few years later) on display at Williamstown
the little ship had a very colourful and active war time career. Laid up at the end
of hostilities she was purchased by the Ports & Harbours Division of the Victorian Department of Public
Works in 1947. Refitted and converted to suit her new role she appeared as above. With a total crew of
17 she serviced all the navigational buoys in Victorian waters, towed small dredgers, work boats and
barges all around state and undertook hydrographic survey work.
A very regular part of her work was blasting rocks in Port Phillip Heads, first with old depth charges and
then with special plastic explosives. My first experience with the vessel was in July 1975 when I joined her
as Chief Officer. A shock to the system when compared to my previous ship a 15,000 tonne cargo liner of
The Strick Line running between Europe, the Persian Gulf and East and South Africa. Probably the biggest
shock of all was (if possible) always anchoring for lunch and if not in transit between ports anchoring or
tying up at a handy pier for the night. It soon became clear that with a lot of her work it was definitely
daylight only. A normal trip was to sail from Station Pier on Monday morning and pick up buoys off
Williamstown before going down the Bay. Buoys could also be picked up at Queenscliff. We returned to
station Pier on Friday. About 18 months after first joining I relieved her then Master who was taken ill and
sadly never returned. So I had my first permanent command. A small but incredible little ship that
survived with P & H until 1984 when replaced by a motor vessel of the same name. The old steamship
was taken back to Whyalla, pulled up the building way and transported 3 miles inland. She is now a static
dryland museum being restored to a corvette.

SS Rip (1953) above and in 1974 (right) in her guise as Ports and Habours Victoria Navigational Aid Service Vessel.
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The Last Five Months at the Wattle
Wheelhouse

Peter and Ken fitting the wheelhouse cabinet

Benchtop in place. Ken working on lower shelving

Interior of painted wheelhouse and windows (left) with Hal now working on exterior (above).

The return of the wheelhouse telegraph after nine years

The telegraph before restoration
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Dave (left) posing beside the telegraph and thinking about how to reconnect the correct sequence of chains (right) from the engine
room telegraph

Engine Room

Kim working on the GS pump

Dismembered engine room telegraph

Bob turning over the engine by hand with a big lever

Bob fitting the LP eccentric lubrication oil box
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Boiler training under Jonsey with students Richard & Derek

Sabastian and Armando under boiler instruction

Captain Dick painting protective coats to hull in boiler room

Armando doing the same but under the boiler

Russell painting underneath the boiler

Lionel and the boiler safety relief valves
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Deck

Netting in place for holding PFD’s

Nikhil and Wally fitting brackets to hold netting

Entrance to new second toilet with doorframe

Gerald constructing toilet door from Oregon planks

New timber deck under wheelhouse leading to new toilet

A new use for the Alumarine gangplank – walk the plank!
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Hal and Russell working on life ring attachment point

Bruce & Armando attaching mooring post base to foredeck

Kim & Dave giving Bob advice on how to start the fire pump

Bob testing the fire pump and hose – all by himself

Dick and Tony – measure twice cut once

New freeing ports installed
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Twenty four for lunch – a traditional beautiful curry provided by Malar and Russell
Blythe making a seat to go over the battery box

Melbourne Camera Club photographing the Koskie paintings

Our friendly water police patrol keeping an eye on the Wattle

The chapel at the Mission to Seafarers. Note the pulpit in
the form of an old sailing ship stern

Howard explaining safe bunkering procedures to the crew
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From the Archives

Rona (Polly Woodside) as a disused coal hulk taken by the Ed in 1966

Wattle about 1975 at Sydney. Graeme Andrews

QE2 maiden voyage to Melbourne (and the Rip) in 1978

Wattle on her last steaming in January 2008 when James Craig visited
Melbourne

Another historic item regularly seen at the Wattle – Dave’s 2CV

Wattle in the early 1960’s in Sydney and part of the RAN. Unknown source.
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Someone from the Wattle?
The following is the transcript of an ACTUAL radio conversation released by the Chief of Naval Operations,
of a US naval ship with Canadian authorities off the coast of Newfoundland in Oct. 1995.
Canadians: Please divert YOUR course 15 degrees to the South to avoid a collision.
Americans: Recommend you divert your course 15 degrees to the North to avoid a collision.
Canadians: Negative. Recommend you divert YOUR course 15 degrees to the South to avoid a collision.
Americans: This is the captain of a US Navy ship, I say again, divert YOUR course.
Canadians: No. I say again, you divert YOUR course.
Americans: THIS IS THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER USS ABRAHAM LINCOLN, THE SECOND LARGEST SHIP IN
THE UNITED STATES' ATLANTIC FLEET. WE ARE ACCOMPANIED BY THREE DESTROYERS, THREE
CRUISERS AND NUMEROUS SUPPORT VESSELS. I DEMAND THAT YOU CHANGE YOUR COURSE 15
DEGREES NORTH. THAT'S ONE-FIVE DEGREES NORTH, OR COUNTER MEASURES WILL BE UNDERTAKEN
TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF THIS SHIP.
Canadians: THIS IS A LIGHTHOUSE. Your call.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vladimir Putin, wanting to get on the good side of voters, goes to visit a school in Moscow to have a chat
with the kids. He talks to them about how Russia is a powerful nation and how he wants the best for the
people.
At the end of the talk, there is a section for questions, Little Sasha puts her hand up and says "I have two
questions" "Why did the Russians take Crimea? And why are we sending troops to the Ukraine?" Putin
says "Good questions" But just as he is about to answer, the bell goes, and the kids go to Lunch.
When they come back, they sit back down and there is room for some more questions. Another girl,
Misha, puts her hand up and says "I have Four questions"
"My questions are - Why did the Russians invade Crimea? Why are we sending troops to the Ukraine? Why
did the bell go 20 minutes early? And Where is Sasha?"

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A married couple went to the hospital to have their baby delivered.
Upon their arrival, the doctor said he had invented a new machine that would transfer a portion of the
mother’s pain to the baby's father. He asked if they were willing to try it out. They were both very much
in favour.
The doctor set the pain transfer to 10%, for starters, explaining that even 10% was probably more pain
than the father had ever experienced before. However, as the labour progressed, the husband felt fine
and asked the doctor to go ahead and "kick it up a notch."
The doctor then adjusted the machine to 20% pain transfer. The husband still feeling fine. The doctor
checked the husbands blood pressure and was amazed at how well he was doing at this point, they
decided to try for 50%. The husband continued to feel quite well.
Since the pain transfer was obviously helping out the wife considerably, the husband encouraged the
doctor to transfer ALL the pain to him.
The wife delivered a healthy baby boy with virtually no pain. She and her husband were ecstatic. When
they got home, the mail man was dead on the porch.
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Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd
Notice of the 2018 Annual General Meeting and Election of Office Bearers
Saturday 24th November, 11.00 am at first floor meeting room, Shed 2, North Wharf
Lunch will be served at 12.30
Shed 2 is located at the end of the Collins Street extension adjacent to where Wattle and Alma Doepel are
berthed. The meeting room is upstairs at the eastern end of the shed.
Entry to the wharf is through the electronic keyed security gate. Park inside the gate as parking officers
regularly patrol the area outside the gate and issue fines.
If you do not have a key pass then call Tony, Dick or Jeff on their mobile numbers (listed at the bottom of
this page). When you arrive at the gate and they will come and open it for you. Do not park and leave
your car when waiting for access – this is when visitors often collect a fine.
In addition to receiving reports from BSMM Office bearers, elections will be held for the Board of Directors.
Any member wishing to place an item on the agenda for the AGM should contact the Chairman (Tony
Lewis) or Secretary (Dick Francis). Direct nomination forms to Dick Francis.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. Board of Directors Nomination Form
Being members of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd and being eligible under the Constitution we do
hereby nominate ......... ..................... ………………………………………(full name) for a position on the Board of
Directors.
Signature of Proposer... .......................................... Date ……..
Signature of Seconder ... .......................................... Date ………..
I ....................................accept this nomination. Signature……………………………….. Date……..

Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. Proxy Voting Form
Being a member of Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd I nominate the following to act as my proxy at the
Annual General Meeting to be held on November 24th 2018 and at any subsequent reconvening of that
meeting.
Name of proxy ………………………………………………………….
Signature of Member ..................................................... Date …………………..
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at address,
PO Box 23387 DOCKLANDS VIC 8012, or through the Chairman Tony Lewis on 03 9846 1819, mob 0410
471819(email ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9733 1598 or mob 0413 797
791( email wendick@hotmail.com ). Steamlines editor can be contacted on 03 9876 2213 mob 0438
772654 or email jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au
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